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Abstract

Thermoelectricmaterials have the potential to convert waste heat into electricity, but their

thermoelectric efficiencymust be improved before they are effective and economically viable. One

promising route to improving thermoelectric efficiency in thin-film thermoelectricmaterials is to

reduce thematerial’s thermal conductivity through nanopatterning the surface. In this work nanoscale

phononic resonators are introduced to the surface, and their potential to reduce thermal conductivity

is explored via coupled experimental and theoretical techniques. Atomisticmodelling is used to

predict the dependence of the thermal conductivity on different design parameters and used to guide

the design and fabrication of siliconfishbone nanostructures. The nanostructure design incorporates

a variation on design parameters such as barb length, width and spacing along the shaft length to

enable correlationwith changes in thermal conductivity. The thermal characteristics of the

nanostructures are investigated experimentally using the spatial resolution of scanning thermal

microscopy to correlate changes in thermal conductivity with the changes in the structure parameters.

Themethod developed uses amicroheater to establish a temperature gradient along the structure

whichwill be affected by any local variations in thermal conductivity. The impact on the thermal

gradient and consequently on the tip temperature ismodelled usingfinite element computer

simulations. Experimental changes as small as 7.5% are shown to be detectable in this way. Despite the

experimental technique being shown to be able to detect thermal changes far smaller than those

predicted by themodelling, nomodifications of the thermal conductivity are detected. It is concluded

that in order to realise the effects of phononic resonators to reduce thermal conductivity, thatmuch

smaller structures with a greater ratio of resonator to shaft will be needed.

1. Introduction

Climate change is amajorworldwide challengewith a significant number of technologies being developed to

improve the efficiency of energy use. Thermoelectric devices recover waste heat and turn it into useful electrical

energy.However, current thermoelectricmaterials are not sufficiently efficient to be economically viable. Their

efficiency is governed by the dimensionless ‘Figure ofMerit’ZTdefined as:

ZT
S

T 1

2

( )
s
k

=

where S is the SeebeckCoefficient;σ is the electrical conductivity,κ is the sumof the lattice thermal conductivity,

κlat, and the electronic thermal conductivity,κel, andT is themean temperature.

Mostmaterials used for thermoelectric purposes have ZT values of around 0.5–1 [1]. To reach values above

this,materials are being soughtwhich have a high electrical conductivity but a low thermal conductivity,

whereas these two properties are usually co-dependent.
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Metamaterials use their compositematerial and/or geometric structure to create properties not intrinsic to

the originalmaterials.Much previouswork has focused on reducing the lattice thermal conductivity ofmaterials

by increasing phonon scattering [2]. However, this tends to also increase the scattering of the charge carriers and

thus also reduce the electronic conductivity and therefore ZT.

In this work, the possibility of using nanoscale phononic resonance tomodify ametamaterial device’s

thermal conductivity whilst leaving theσ unchanged is explored. In particular, the impact of different device

parameters on the thermal conductivity is explored through simulation to guide the design of fabricated silicon

metamaterial devices. The spatially resolved technique of scanning thermalmicroscopy (SThM) is used to allow

for correlation of any thermal conductivity changes with the design parameters of the nanoresonators.

Typical thermoelectricmaterials are semiconductors, inwhich the thermal transport is dominated by

phonons. In order to reduce the lattice vibrations’ contribution to the thermal conductivity,κlat, the phonons

need to be scattered as they travel through thematerial. Historically, the phononmean free path,Λph (and hence

thermal conductivity) of thermoelectricmaterials has been reduced by introducing additional scatterers, such as

atomic dopants, and scatteringmechanisms such as grain boundaries, which reduce the scattering time [3–5];

however, thesemodifications can also increase the scattering of charge carriers, which leads to an undesirable

decrease inσ. Over the last decade, an alternative approach has been developed in the field of nanophononics, in

which the phonon dispersion itself is engineered bymodifying the structure of thematerial on the nanoscale

[6, 7]. In the case of thermoelectrics, the group velocity of the phonons is reduced by introducing local phononic

resonators, whosemodes hybridise with the intrinsicmodes of the thermoelectricmaterial (as shown in

figure 1), an effect known to reduce thermal conductivity [8]. In this workwe attempt to achieve this by

nanostructuring the surface of thin-film thermoelectrics [9].

In several publications [6, 10–12] atomistic simulations have been used to investigate the effects of

patterning the surface of siliconmembranes/wafers with pillar or wall-like nano-structures, and predict greatly

reduced lattice thermal conductivity,κlat, compared to unpatternedmembranes. Themajority of these studies

have focused on the nano-pillar design inwhich reduction inκlathas been studied as a function of the pillar’s

design parameters which have suggested that nano-pillars with large aspect ratio aremost effective. Less

attention has been given to the nano-wall design [13, 14]. The atomisticmodelling tends to have been performed

for structures at 300 K and is limited to small structure sizes. There are also some limitations to the simulation

methods that have been used to date.Methods using theCallaway-Hollandmodel are reliant on experimental

scattering data which, given our aim is to significantly impact the phononmodes, this scattering datamay no

longer be applicable. Finally, theMolecularDynamics (MD) simulations are temperature specific and suffer

fromfinite size effects, because thefinite simulation cell dimensions place upper limits on the allowed phonon

wavelengths.

Aswell as the atomisticmodelling, Nomura andAnufriev performed Finite ElementModelling (FEM) to

explore a variety of device designs [15, 16] including the nano-pillar [17, 18] and nano-wall like design [9, 19, 20].

The FEMwas used to study the effects of altering individual design parameters such as structure, the length and

width of thewalls and the thickness of the shaft, on device performance. Using FEMallows consideration of

much greater length scale than is possible with the atomisticmodelling, however relies on the assumption that

Figure 1.Comparison of the simulated low-frequency phonon dispersions of (left) a bare siliconmembrane and (right) amembrane
with additional surface nanostructures. The group velocity is the gradient of the dispersion curve, and themodes for the
nanostructuredmembrane show clear regions of very low group velocity (flatmodes; circled).
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the phonons are elastic in nature, which limits the applicability of these simulations to temperatures of less than

a fewKelvin [15].

Themetamaterials investigated in this work are silicon ‘fishbone structures’, named after the similar looking

structures created byMaire et al [9]which resemble afish skeleton.Our structures were designed to study the

predictedκ reduction by using a series of barbs extended laterally from a central shaft which is suspended over

an undercut surface allowing them to freely vibrate and specifically to enable the spatial resolution of SThM to

reveal the impact of different parameters on the thermal transport. Thefishbones are shown as a schematic in

figure 2 and can be seen realised in silicon in the SEM image, figure 5.

The design parameters for the fishbone nanostructures are the length andwidth of each ‘barb’, and the

spacing between them. The experimental results of [9] suggest that the reduction inκlat could be optimised by

increasing the ratio of Length:Width. One feature of our fabrication process is that it allows for the

manufacturing of devices with resonators with large length:width aspect ratios. This enabled us to test aspect

ratios up to 26:1 compared to previous studies where the largest length:width aspect ratiomanufactured or

modelled is∼2.5:1 [9, 14, 19, 20].

In order to detect correlations between the barb parameters and the thermal conductivity,κ, of these devices,

a thermal gradient was established along the shaft of thefishbone and its spatial variationmeasured using SThM.

By using an atomistic forcefield tomodel forces between atoms, we solve the BoltzmannTransport equation

(BTE) to predict the trends inκlat ‘fishbone’nanostructures across a range of aspect ratios. The predicted trends

were then compared to experimental trends found formanufactured Si devices with the same design, albeit on a

different length scale. The results of the atomistic simulationswere also used in continuum simulations to aid

interpretation of the experimental data and establishwhether the expected change inκlat of the nanostructures

would be detectable by the SThM.

2.Method

2.1. Sifishbone fabrication

Fabrication of the Sifishbones was performed using silicon on insulator (SoI) chips. These hadmicroheaters

constructed on the surface using spin coating, UV lithography andmetal deposition. Theywere constructed

using a 5 nmNi adhesion layer and a 100 nmAuheating layer whichwere connected to a circuit using indium

wire. This could be suppliedwith a current to produce a thermal gradient across the sample surface.

The Sifishboneswere then created on the SoI chips by spin coating and e-beam lithography to pattern the

fishbones onto the sample in close proximity to themicroheaters. A reactive ion etch comprising a gasmixture of

1:1.2 CHF3 to SF6was then used to cut out thefishbone pattern and the chipwas thenwet etched usingHFwhich

resulted in the undercut Si fishbones as shown infigure 3.

Figure 2. Schematic diagramof Sifishbones showing design parameters and form.

Figure 3. Schematic diagramof construction of Sifishbones.
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Siliconwas chosen aswhilst it is a poor thermoelectricmaterial, themajority of its thermal conductivity

comes from the phonons and hence should clearly demonstrate the effect of nanoresonators on the thermal

conductivity. In addition, experimental fabrication of Si nanostructures is well understood and controlled.

2.2. Atomistic simulation

TheConventional unit Cell (CC) of silicon contains 8 atoms and is cubicwith a lattice constant of 0.543 nm.Due

to its cubic geometry, the CC is therefore a convenient building block for constructing the larger simulation cells

of the fishbone nanostructures. Three sets of simulation cells were created so that each set varied one of the

design parameters whilst keeping the others constant. The parameters variedwere the length of the barbs; the

width of the barbs and the spacing between the barbs, with the choice of values for these parameters given in

table 1 below. The thickness of the shaft (along the y-direction of the schematic)was kept constant for all the

simulations.

A large number of atoms per simulation is required to accurately describe the geometry of these systems.

Continuing in the vein of previous simulationwork [6, 10–12], we thereforemake use of interatomic potentials

formodelling the forces acting on/between atoms rather thanmore accuratemethods such asDensity

Functional Theory (DFT). The Stillinger-Weber (SW) potential [21] and theTersoff potential [22] are common

choices of interatomic potentials whenmodelling silicon, both being found to give a good balance of

transferability between different geometries and computational efficiency [23].We performed simulations using

both potentials to confirm that any predicted trends for the change inκlat as the design parameters are varied is

independent of the choice of interatomic potential.

The predictions of the lattice thermal conductivity in this workweremade by solving the phononBoltzmann

Transport equation (BTE) [24]. This was done using the ShengBTE code [25]which requires input of the 2nd

and 3rd order Interatomic Force Constants (IFCs) of the system. These are the second and third derivatives of

the system’s total energy with respect to the atomic positions. ShengBTE uses the IFCs to calculate values for

several thermal properties of the lattice, includingκlat, at a range of temperatures. By including the 3rd order

IFCs, ShengBTE can calculate the effects due to phonon–phonon scattering events involving one or two

phonons. This reduces themodel’s dependence on empirical data obtained from experiments where the crystal

geometry can be vastly different, but it limits the types of scattering events that are included. The advantages of

this approach are that; unlikeMD simulations, the BTE solution does not suffer from finite size effects and that

once the scattering rates have been calculated, it is relatively fast to compute the solution at several temperatures.

Themodel is unable to account for scattering events due tomaterial defects or scattering events of three or

more phonons. The importance of the first issue ismitigated by the ability tomanufacture very high-quality

silicon samples that have relatively few defects. As temperatures increase above 500 K, higher order phonon

effects become important due to the increased thermal energy in the system. At these elevated temperatures,

enough phononsmay be excited such that there is a high enough density of phonons in the system for 3-way

phonon interactions to become a significant scatteringmechanism.Due to the choice of using the interatomic

potentials, there is also noway to include predicted electron–phonon scattering events within themodel. It

should therefore be expected that any prediction ofκlatwould be an overestimation, especially at higher

temperatures where the 3-way phonon–phonon scattering events will become significant. This overestimation

ofκlatwill however occur for all systems considered and so predictions of relative changes inκlat due to changes

to the systems can still bemadewith robustness.

The size of nanostructures that can be investigated in thismanner is limited by the number of atoms required

in the primitive unit cell. The time required to solve the BTE scales with the number of atoms in the primitive

cell, Nat, asO(Nat
6
). This limits the size of the primitive cell that can be used, since above∼300 atoms the solution

of the BTE takes impractically long to compute. One advantage of using the BTE over amolecular dynamics

(MD)method, is that once the phonon–phonon scatteringmatrix has been calculated, ShengBTE can very

quickly determine values ofκlat for several temperatures, whereasMDmethods require a full repetition of the

simulation at each temperature. Understanding the performance of these devices at different temperatures is

particularly useful for a thermoelectric application.

Table 1.Design parameters for each set of simulation cells. The varied parameter is shown in boldwith itsminimumvalue andmaximum
value. The final column gives the step length in the varied parameter between themin andmax values.

Set Length (nm) Width (nm) Spacing (nm) Step (nm) Length : width ratio

1 1.09–4.36 1.09 1.09 1.09 1:1–4:1

2 1.63 1.09–2.72 1.09 0.543 3:2–3:5

3 1.09 1.09 1.09–4.36 1.09 1:1
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The 2nd and 3rd order IFCswere calculated via thefinite-displacementmethodwith thematerials

modelling codeCASTEP [26]. CASTEP can calculate the 2nd order IFCs directly using a non-diagonal supercell

method [27] and use them to plot phonon band structures. CASTEP is aDFTmodelling software, but it can also

use interatomic potentials via a native SW implementation and through its interface toQUIP, an interatomic

potential library [28]. In order to calculate the 3rd order IFCs, CASTEP has an interface to the ShengBTE

packagewhich determines the symmetry reduced set of 3rd order IFCs and generates a set of input files to

perform the necessary calculations to generate them. A cut-off radiusmust also be provided, beyondwhich

ShengBTE assumes that the 3rd order IFCs are zero. The SWandTersoff potential also have an interaction cut-

off radius, rcut, beyondwhich atoms are treated as non-interacting and the interatomic forces are set to zero.

However, being 3-body interatomic potentials, thismeans any pair of atomswithin a radius r< 2rcut of each

other could have non-zero 3rd order IFCs. Due to the number of atoms in our nano-structure simulations,

including all atomic interactions within a radius r< 2rcutwould lead to an enormous number of computations.

However, in practice, it was found that beyond the secondNearest atomicNeighbours (2ndNNs) the 3rd order

IFCswere negligible and had no effect on the result forκlat. This is because the interaction strength in both the

SWandTersoff potentials decays exponentially to zero as r approaches rcut.

For both the 2nd and 3rd order IFCs, we need to consider phononmodes of different wavelengths, including

thosewithwavelengths longer than the primitive simulation cell (the smallest unit cell that can be used to

represent the full system). In order to capture these phononmodes, it is necessary to perform the IFC

calculations using supercells of the primitive cell. Due to the choice of using interatomic potentials, we know

that the IFCmatrices are guaranteed to be zero beyond a certain point, which allows us to use a rather small

supercell size, equivalent to a 2× 2× 1 q-point grid samplingwhich still includes all non-zero IFCs.With all the

non-zero IFC values, ShengBTE can use Fourier interpolation to calculate the phononmodes on afiner q-point

grid, thereby including a greater range of phonon–phonon scattering events.

CASTEP uses periodic boundary conditions in all directions for its simulation cells. This requires the

simulation cell to be paddedwith vacuumalong the y-direction of the schematic shown in figure 4 such that the

fishbone structure is separated from its periodic image and does not interact with itself. This vacuumgap only

has to be larger than the interatomic potential cut-off to prevent interactions between the periodic images of the

simulation cell. A vacuumgap of 1.09 nm (width of 2CCs) between the tip of the nanostructure and the periodic

repeat of themembranewas therefore used.

ShengBTE calculates a lattice thermal conductivity tensor for the system. From this computed tensor we take

the component that describes the transport along the shaft, i.e. the xx component. Each value of theκlat tensor

determined by ShengBTE is normalised internally simply by dividing by the cross-sectional area of the

simulation cell perpendicular to the lattice direction for that component. This is not applicable for a non-bulk

material simulation cell such as thefishbone nanostructures since this area includes the vacuumgap between the

periodic images and the length of the barb. Therefore when calculations ofκlat are performed, a correctionmust

be applied to the value produced by ShengBTE to use the cross-sectional area of the shaft, not the full unit cell.

The area that should be used to compute exactκlat is debatable as it is hard to definewhat the thickness of the

shaft is along the z-axis. It is not simply the area defined by themost extreme centre positions of the atoms since

Figure 4.Atomic configuration used for the nanostructure simulationswith each of the varied design parameters.
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the actual atoms include electrons, which extend a radius around the position of the atom. There is also the

displacement of the atoms to consider,making it difficult to appropriately gauge what thickness ought to be

used.However, given all the simulation cells use the same shaft thickness of 1.63 nm (3CCs of silicon), the

relative reduction inκlat due to the introduction of the nanostructures can be accurately calculatedwithout the

‘correct’ value for the shaft thickness by using a consistent value for all results.We therefore compareκr for each

structure, whereκr is the area correctedκlat value for the nanostructured shaft,κstruct, over the area correctedκlat
value of the unstructured shaft ormembrane,κmem.κr can then be used to compare different sets of design

parameters and their effect on theκlat of the shaft.

2.3. Scanning thermalmicroscopy

Scanning thermalmicroscopes are amodification of basic AFM techniques [29]. In this instance a KNT-SThM-

2an [30] probewith a Pd coated tipwas used in aNanoScanVLS-80which had been converted for use as an

SThMusing a custom tip holder and an electronics systemdesigned by the group of ProfessorOlegKolosov

fromLancaster University, UK. A change of tip temperature causes a change in the electrical resistance of the tip

which is thenmeasurable through the use of an electronic bridge circuit. The current passed through the tip also

heats it via Joule heating so that the tip can also be used as a heat source. Note that thismethod is optimised for

measuring changes in temperature rather than absolute temperature.

The recorded tip temperature will change due to any change to the tip/sample heatflow. This has threemain

factors: the temperature of the surface, the thermal properties of the surface and the thermal contact resistance.

The spatial variations in tip temperature are therefore directly related to spatial variations in thermal transport

properties close to the surface. However, due to the contact area being a significant factor, topographical features

can also cause a detectable change in the thermal signal as the changing tip/sample contact will result in a

corresponding change in solid–solid contact area.

In order to examine any potential changes in the thermal conductivity, a thermal gradient was applied across

the fishbone. An altered thermal conductivity will result in an altered thermal gradient that can bemeasured

using SThM.

2.4. COMSOLfinite elementmodelling

COMSOL [31]modelling of the SThM tip temperature along the shaft was also performed. Thismodel did not

have the capabilities to calculate any kind of phononic phenomena but was used to simulate the effects that a

changing thermal conductivity across afishbone shaft would have on the temperature of the shaft and the

measured tip temperature.

Themodel used a Joule heated tipwhich scanned over the surface of the Si shaft which had been assigned

areas of different thermal conductivity. This allowed the change of temperature of the tip to be simulated.

3. Results

3.1. Sifishbone fabrication

Silicon fishbones were grown as shown in the SEM image in figure 5. Allfishbones used in the examinations had

a central shaft length of 26 μmandwidth of 1 μmand all barbs had awidth of 115 nm. The other parameters

were varied during experimentation.

The central shaftmembrane is examinable using the SThM tip allowing study of variations in the thermal

conductivity with spatial resolution viameasurement of the variation in a temperature gradient established

along the shaft. The thermal conductivity of the central shaft is expected to change due to the parameters of the

barbs, so in order to be able to detect a change in the thermal conductivity along a singlefishbone,Multi-Aspect

Ratio Fishbones (MARFs) andMulti-Density Fishbones (MDFs)were developed. As shown infigure 6 these

incorporate a change in the barb parameters (barb length and barb spacing respectively) at the halfway point

along thefishbone shaft. TheMARFswere all constructed using one half with a 9:1 aspect ratio and the other side

at values ranging between 2:1 and 26:1. TheMDFs had a period between barbs of between 300 nmand 2000 nm

onone half with 700 nmon the other which equates to an aspect ratio of 9:1.

Reliability offishbone constructionwas good below an aspect ratio of 10:1. Above this an increasing number

of barbs would stick together and atmore extreme lengths could sag andmake contact with the undercut

surface. For the experimental study, only those fishbones where this effect was not seenwere chosen.

It was also found that the surface surrounding the undercut Si surface was sometimes raised in a bubble

shape around thefishbone. This resulted in the central shaft being curved upwards as shown infigure 7.

This occurs due to inherent stress within the device silicon layer. During the undercut process, some over-

etching occurs into the surrounding SiO2, this releases some of the device silicon above it which is pulled

upwards by thematerial stress as shown infigure 8.
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The degree of over-etching that occurs is due to the grain structure of the underlying SiO2 and the length of

time in theHF etch, which resulted in variations in the degree of bowing between different chips.Multiple

samples were produced and thosewith the least bowing (<100 nmchange across length of shaft)were selected

formeasurement.

Figure 5. SEM image of a suspended siliconfishbonewith components labelled.

Figure 6. SEM image ofMARF fishbone showing two sets of barbswith different heights on a single shaft. The two regions are labelled
κ2 (Left) andκ3 (Right)whereκ1 and 4 are the regions either side without barbs.

Figure 7. SEM Image showing fishbone bowing (Top) andAFM topography image showing fishbone bowing and surface bubbling
(Bottom).
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It should also be noted that the ion etching process which created the barbswas found to over-etch in an

advantageousway. This resulted in the fabrication parameters for thewidth of the barbs being set at 200 nmbut

over-etching resulted in∼115 nm. This resulted in an increase in the aspect ratio of the barbs (for example 15:1

became 26:1), but a reduction in the density of the barbs.

Themicroheaters were providedwith a voltage which could be increased up to 6V. This resulted in a

maximum thermal gradient across the length of the fishbone shafts of 2.7± 0.02 mK μm−1.

3.2. Atomistic simulation

Figure 9 shows plots of the predicted phonon band structure (calculatedwith the SWpotential) along the

direction of thermal transport, i.e. along the shaft of the fishbone at 0 K. Thefigure shows how the band

structure is predicted to vary as the length of thefishbone barb is increased. As can be seen, several low frequency

modes are introducedwhich can be seen to hybridise withmodes of the shaft such that the group velocity

(gradient across the phononBZ) is greatly reduced formany of the phononmodes. As the length of the barb

increases, it can be seen thatmoremodes become hybridised, which can indicate a reduction inκlat.

The predicted reduction inκlat due to barbs of increasing length is shown in figure 10 by plotting the ratio

(κr) of the thermal conductivity of the barbed nanostructure (κstruct) to that of the baremembrane (κmem). Here

we show the results for the SWandTersoff potentials with complete IFCs sets whichwere convergedwith

respect to the interpolated q-point towithin 5%of thefinal value forκlat. Also shown are the results using the

SWpotential where the 3rd order IFCswere only computed for the 1st nearest atomic neighbours and using a

coarser q-pointmesh. It can be seen that both SWandTersoff (when fully converged) predict the same trend in

the reduction ofκlat, i.e. as the length of the barb is increased,κlat reduces further. Although the twomodels

differ in the precise reduction, the trend is the same. This trend is also seen in the under-converged SW

calculations, which are orders ofmagnitude faster to compute than the fully converged calculations.We

therefore chose to use SWwith lower convergence tolerances for the subsequent calculations to test the trends in

κr as the other design parameters were altered.

From the values ofκr, shown in figure 11(a), calculated forfishbone nano-structures, it was found that

increasing the length of the barbs resulted in shafts that had the greatest reduction inκr. Increasing thewidth of

the barbs also improves the reduction ofκr however the effect is lessmarked, therefore precedence should be

Figure 8.Diagram of anisotropic over-etching byHFwhich results in undercut device Si which then causes surface bubbling and shaft
bowing.

Figure 9.Comparison of the SWphonon dispersions for the low energy phononmodes for a shaft with barbs of increasing length (Set
1) at 0 K. Areaswhere hybridisation of phononmodes can be seen are highlighted.
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given to taller, thinner barb designs over wider, shorter designs. The predictions also suggest that increasing the

spacing between the barbs causes an increase inκlat. Figure 11(b) plots the variation ofκrwith aspect ratio

showing a different dependence for Sets 1 and 2which are different sizes. Due to the limited sample points and

small size of the simulations it is difficult to extrapolate from this data tomuch larger aspect ratios. However, the

results suggest that the optimal fishbone structure for reducingκlatwill be long finely spaced barbs

Figure 10.The relative reduction in thermal conductivityκr at 300 K as a function of barb length for the SWandTersoffmodels. The
red and orange lines represent the converged results for the SWandTersoffmodels, both using a q-point grid of 4× 16× 1. The blue
line shows the trend of SWwith an under converged q-point grid of 2× 8× 1 andwith a set of 3rd order IFCswhich only includes the
1st nearest neighbours.

Figure 11. (a)The relative reduction in thermal conductivity,κr, at 300 K, as a function of the barb design parameters. (b)κr at 300 K
as a function of the barbs length towidth aspect ratio.
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i.e.maximising the Length:Width ratio of the nanostructures. The experimental results ofMaire et al [9] and the

FEMpublished in [14] show similar trends to those found in this study. Testing this prediction further with

wider and longer barbs using these atomistic simulations is impractical due to the time scaling of the ShengBTE

calculation.

Figure 12 shows how temperature affectsκr. These results were obtained using the SWpotential with the

higher convergence tolerance parameters shown infigure 10. It can be seen from figure 12 that at lower

temperatures the effect of introducing the nanostructures appears to have a greater effect onκr, i.e.κlat of the

shaft is further decreased. As temperature increases, theκr increases slightly but plateaus as temperature

increases. It can be assumed that at higher temperatures than the range chosen, predictions ofκlatwould be

overestimated due to the neglect of higher-order phonon–phonon scattering events. To include these effects

would require the calculation of 4th order IFCs or higher. Themodel also fails to account for other scattering

events such as electron–phonon scattering and scattering due to defects in thematerial, besides isotopic

scattering.

3.3. SThMexaminations

Despite their suspended nature and small dimensions, the fishbones proved easily examinable and once

protocols were established, breakages were rare. Scanswere taken as shown infigure 13with full visibility of the

entire shaft. The line average across thewidth of the shaft was then taken and used for analysis.

Experiments werefirst performed on a shaft without any externally applied thermal gradient and at ambient

temperature. Figure 14 shows several features typical of the SThM scans. Firstly, the area surrounding the

fishbone (0–8 and 32–40 μm) shows a very large change in the topography caused by the surface bubbling. The

change in topography causes a corresponding change in the thermal signal due to changes in tip-surface contact

and thus heat paths. A similar change in the topography in the regions (shown between the blue lines in

figure 14), where there is a shaft but no barbs, results in a further change in the thermal signal.

However, the regionwhere the barbs are present (approximately 11–29 μm) has a small enough change in

topography that it is not expected to cause a significant thermal result. Instead, the curve in the thermal signal is a

result of reduced efficiency of tip cooling. As the tipmoves along the shaft towards the centre, the heat path to the

bulkwhich cools the tip increases in length, cooling the tip less and resulting in it heating slightly.

It is possible to eliminate the curve in the tipmeasurement across the shaft by applying a high enough

temperature gradient. This is because the tip goes from activemode to passivemodewhere the tip is heated by

Figure 12.The relative reduction inκlat at different barb lengths as a function of temperature using Set 1 and using the SWpotential
with higher convergence.

Figure 13.Representative topography (Top) and thermal (Bottom) scan images of a Sifishbone shaft used for data analysis. Blue boxes
show the scan area used for shaft examinations. Note the slight shift in x direction between the two images, this is accounted for in data
collection.
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the surface rather than being cooled by it. The transition between thesemodes can be seen infigure 15where the

voltage applied to themicroheater is increased.

Figure 16 showsmeasurements of theκ2 andκ3 regions (i.e. the suspended shaft with barbs attachedwhere

the two regions are one half of the barb pattern) for a series ofMARFfishbones where there is a temperature

gradient provided by themicroheaters suppliedwith 6V. In theκ2 region, the aspect ratio of the barbs is varied

between 2:1–26:1 by increasing their height (thewidth remains constant at 115 nm). The barbs remain at

constant 9:1 in theκ3 region.

The experimental results do not show evidence of a thermal gradient change at the changeover between the

κ2 andκ3 regionswhichwould indicate a change in thermal conductivity between the different regions of the

shaft. Specifically, the recorded tip temperature does not increase as the barb’s aspect ratio increases, which

would be expected for a region of lower thermal conductivity. Nor are there any obvious ‘breaks’ at the

changeover between theκ2 andκ3 regions. The experiments were repeated usingMARF,MDF and fishbone

shafts with no barbs as shown infigure 17, none of which show a clear trend or break at whatwould be a

changeover point.

3.4. COMSOL simulations

COMSOL simulations such as those shown infigure 18 show that the change in temperature across the shaft of a

fishbone due to a thermal conductivity change is relatively small. However, the resultingmeasured temperature

by the SThM tip is significantly larger due to the changes in the efficiency of how the tip is cooled along the shaft.

The additional heat from the tip needs to be thermalised into the bulk silicon for which the only heat path is

through the shaft. Thismeans that the SThMmethod can be used tofind smaller thermal conductivity changes

than the resulting temperature change alonemight suggest.

COMSOL simulationswere runwhere the thermal conductivity of a shaft was changed at the halfway point,

splitting the shaft into three distinct regions of thermal conductivity,κ1–3. This was designed to reflect aMARF

Figure 14.Comparison of topography and thermal data from ameasurement of aMARF Si fishbone and surrounding areawith SEM
image included.

Figure 15.Tip voltage acrossMARF Sifishboneswith different applied voltages to themicroheater (i.e. increased temperature of
surface) showing increased temperature reduces curve caused by tip cooling effectiveness as the tip goes from active to passivemode.
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orMDFfishbone inwhich a significant difference in the thermal conductivity is predicted to be caused by the

presence of barbs.

The shortκ1 regions, which are kept at a constant 100Wm.K−1, are an approximation for the geometrically

constricted siliconwithout any phononic interference. Theκ3 region represents an areawith barbswhich

remains constant between the simulations at 85Wm.K−1. Theκ2 region is the variable parameter where the

thermal conductivity is varied between 50–95Wm.K−1which represents a series of different length barbs

having an increasing impact onK.

The results of these simulations can be seen infigure 19which plots the tip temperature along the central line

of thefishbone shaft with different thermal conductivity values. This shows that themodified thermal

conductivity in theκ2 region results in a clear overall change in the tipmeasured thermal gradient.

This result has a few clear features that are caused by the lowering of the thermal conductivity. Firstly, the

overall temperature recorded by the tip across theκ2 andκ3 regionwas increased for a lowerκ2. Secondly, a

greater difference between theκ2 andκ3 regions results in an increasingly distinctive ‘break’ in the thermal

gradient.

Figure 16. Line average tip temperaturemeasurements taken across suspended Sifishbone shafts with variable barb aspect ratio.

Figure 17. Line average tip temperaturemeasurements taken across suspended Sifishbone shafts with variable barb aspect ratio,
density andwith no barbs present.
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4.Discussion

As shown infigures 18 and 19, COMSOLmodelling indicates that given a significant change in the thermal

conductivity along the shaft, there should be a corresponding change in the tipmeasurement of the thermal

gradient along the shaft. However, it is also clear fromfigures 16 and 17 that no such changewasmeasured

experimentally.

A statistical analysis of the experimental data shows that a 7.5% thermal gradient change should be

detectable. The changes used in theCOMSOL simulation showed a 37% change for thermal conductivity

changes of 80–50Wm.K−1 and 28% for 80–65Wm.K−1. These thermal conductivity changes are well below

those suggested by the theoreticalmodelling which predicted approximate values ofκr between 0.1 and 0.4. Two

main possibilities for why the expected change in thermal conductivity was not seen are considered.

One possibility is that there is no significant phonon hybridisation in thesefishbone nanostructures, perhaps

because of insufficiently crystalline silicon, or higher-order phonon effects, whichmean that the simple phonon

transport theory is not directly applicable. However,Maire et al [9] have demonstrated a reduction in thermal

conductivity with comparable nanostructure designs, although it is difficult in that work to separate the effects of

dimensional reduction from the fishbone nanostructuring. It is important to note that these experiments were

performed at room temperature.

Themost likely explanation is that due to the scale of the structure, the effect of any hybridisationwas not

able to properly affect the central shaft. This could be for a number of reasons. Firstly it is not clear howwell the

theory scales from the∼10 nm sized atomisticmodels to the severalμmphysical structure.Whilst themodelling

Figure 18.Comparison of simultaneous surface temperature (Top) and simulated tip temperature (Bottom) across COMSOL
simulated Sifishbones for different thermal conductivity values, illustrating the effect tip cooling due to the increased thermal path at
the centre of the shaft has on experimental results.
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work suggests a very large thermal conductivity change, the small size of themodelled system (at only several

nm)means that not only is itmade largely of surface silicon but that the addition of a barb increased the volume

and surface area of themodel by amore significant amount than in practice.Much of the other previous

modellingwork by others [6] has also used structures of a size that is not possible to reach using this fabrication

method. The key difference between these structures and thosewhich have been experimentallymeasured

previously [9] is that the central shaft is significantly (up to 20x)wider.

A further consideration is themean free path of the silicon. The hybridisation effect relies on the phonons

retaining their coherency. However, this coherency is lost after several phonon collisions and therefore over a

distance of severalmean free lengths.Whilst this would not be an issue for the standard phononmean free length

in silicon (3 μm), it is known that themean free path can be reduced in structures with restricted dimensions

[32]. The length of themean free path of the phononswithin these structures is not known, and it could be that it

has become short enough to effectively remove any hybridisation or localising the effect to such a degree that

only a small part of the shaft is affected.Work has been performed byAnufriev et al [33] inwhich no statistically

significant thermal conductivity is found and similarly, they are also unable to identify the exact reason as towhy

this is the case.

Throughout this work, care has been taken to simulate the thermal conductivities at comparable

temperatures to the experimentalmeasurements (room temperature). In order to perform these simulations,

the harmonic phonon calculations are performed at zero temperature, and themodes populatedwith the

appropriate thermal distribution.Whilst theCASTEP phonons are purely harmonic, some anharmonic effects

are included bymultiple phonon scattering processes within ShengBTE, and so this approach should be

appropriate at room temperatures and below.We further assume that the phonon lifetimes are governed by the

third-order (phonon–phonon) interaction, assuming that higher-order effects are negligible.

5. Conclusion

The aimof this work is to explore the potential of phononic resonators tomodify the thermal conductivity of

metamaterials and in particular to explore the effect of different design parameters. In commonwith other

works, our atomisticmodelling predicts a very clear change in the lattice thermal conductivity,κlat, of silicon

membranes when barb nanostructures are introduced to themembrane surface.κlat is predicted to reduce by

∼75%due to the introduction of the smallest and sparsest of the nano-structures studied. As the length, width

and density of the nanostructures are independently increased, the reduction inκlat is predicted to increase.

These trends are also predicted to persist up to and above room temperature. The precise reduction inκlat varies

slightly with the choice of interatomic potential and howwell converged the calculations are, but the trends in

κlat as the barb design is altered remain the same. Due to the variance between themodels and the use of under-

converged calculations, the predicted reduction inκlat of 75% is not expected to be physically accurate.

However, the fully converged SWandTersoff potentials both predicted the same decreasing trend inκlat as the

barb lengthwas increasedwhen comparedwith the under-converged (and therefore computationallymuch

Figure 19.COMSOL results of a suspended Si shaft with different regions of thermal conductivity designed to simulate afishbonewith
a significant effect on the thermal gradient.
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cheaper) SWcalculations.Wewould therefore expect the trends inκlat to be similar inmanufactured samples.

This trend is also seen in thework of others such as the papers ofHonarvar et al [6, 9, 14, 19].

The parameter-dependence of the atomisticmodelling guided the design of silicon fishbone structures to

test different barb parameters i.e. barb length, width and spacing. In order to correlate any changes in thermal

conductivity with the change in barb parameters, each device was fabricatedwith a change in the barb

parameters at the halfway point along thefishbone shaft.Multi-Aspect Ratio Fishboneswere all constructed

using one half with a 9:1 aspect ratio and the other side at values ranging between 2:1 and 26:1.Multi-Density

Fishbones had a period between barbs of between 300 nmand 2000 nmonone half with 700 nmon the other

and an aspect ratio of 9:1. The spatial resolution of SThMwas then used to correlate any changes in local thermal

conductivity with these structural changes.

The SThMmethod developed to probe the local variations in thermal conductivity used the fabrication of a

microheater to establish a thermal gradient along the fishbone. SThMwas then used tomeasure the temperature

gradient along the shaft. COMSOLmodelling was used to simulate the effects of changes of thermal conductivity

along the shaft on the thermal gradient and on the SThM tip temperature in order to interpret the SThM results.

Modest changes of thermal conductivity, compared to the atomistic simulations, weremodelled:

80–50Wm.K−1 along the shaft is predicted to result in a 37% change in gradient and a change of

80–65Wm.K−1 a change of 28%. The SThMmethodwas demonstrated to be able to detect thermal gradient

changes of 7.5%, putting these kinds of predicted changes within ourmeasurement range.

Despite the detection ability of the SThM technique tomeasure the effects of changes in thermal

conductivity along the structures, no significant changes were detected.

We therefore conclude that if a change in thermal conductivity due to the presence of the barbswas present,

then it was too small to be detected. This suggests that the impact of the phononic resonances on the thermal

conductivity of these structures is not significant. Themodelling predicts that the effects are greatest for a large

volume of resonant barbs compared to themembrane, suggesting that smaller nanostructures with a greater

proportion of resonant features will be necessary to realise these effects.
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